Abstract. -A pressure scanned Fabry-Perot interferometer has been designed for work on the twilight sky and zodiacal light. A digital computer has been used to obtain the optimum combinations of interorder spacing and resolution to enable sensitive measurements of the line contrast to be made in the shortest possible observing time. The pressure stepping sequence is controlled automatically and the spectrum is recorded on punched paper tape for direct input to the computer.
THE USE OF A PRESSURE-SCANNED FABRY-PEROT INTERFEROMETER FOR TWILIGHT SKY AND ZODIACAL LIGHT OBSERVATIONS
its simplicity and its high resolution-luminosity product is ideally suited to that class of astronomical problems involving the study of a restricted wavelength range of the spectrum of faint extended sources. The present paper is concerned with the application of the technique to two such problems.
Observations of the spectrum of the Zodiacal light can yield important astronomical information [I] . The phenomenon manifests itself as a faint cone of light along the direction of the ecliptic, seen shortly after sunset or shortly before sunrise. The visible cone can be 200 to 300 wide at the base and reaches almost to the zenith. This light is believed to be due to sunlight being scattered by inter-planetary matter -free electrons at a high kinetic temperature give a Doppler broadening to the Fraunhofer absorption lines, whilst dust particles, which are usually assumed to be in orbit around the sun, will give Doppler shifts : Figure 1 (a and b). The original solar absorption lines will have half-widths of the order of 1 A or less whilst in the Zodiacal light the expected Doppler shift will be a fraction of an Angstrom unit and the Doppler broadening may be several Angstrom units wide. It should be possible from accurate measurements of lines profiles to decide the relative contributions from electrons and dust grains and also to measure the relative proportions of dust grains in co-rotation or contra-rotation around the sun. If the dust grains were of primeval origin one would expect that the majority of them will be co- rotating (that is to say, in the same direction as the majority of components of the solar system rotate), whilst if the grains are of later origin, for example cometary debris, then they will be equally likely to be co-rotating or contra-rotating. Previous investigations of the spectrum of the day sky and of twilight have shown that there are differences between profiles of absorption lines from the scattered source and the original Fraunhofer lines [2] . This effect must be caused by emission or by a rapid variation of a scattering coefficient with wavelength. It is important in these observations to have extremely accurate measurements of the depth of the Fraunhofer lines ; we can use the time variation of the height of the earth's shadow after sunset or before sunrise to identify the sources of emission or scattering in the earth's atmosphere. The spectrometer required for both problems must therefore have an instrumental profile of between 0.25 and 1.5 A and must be luminous enough to accept a field of view of several square degrees on the sky at this resolution. Even so, previous observations suggest that fluxes of 10 to 100 photons s-' are the maximum to be expected in each resolved spectral element.
Three spectrometric systems were considered before our first observations. I. Grating spectrometer. -A Bausch and Lomb grating 208 mm by 128 mm with a blaze angle of 480 was available. Mounted as a conventional monochromator it could have given a luminosity of about 0.001 cm2 steradian at the required resolution of 1.2 A, with straight slits. (Curved slits would have given an inconvenient shape when projected onto the sky.) We experimented with longer slits and a three element image slicer to try to improve both the luminosity and the shape of field on the sky, but the reflection losses disposed of most of the theoretical flux gain.
11. Pure interferometric spectrometer. - The largest optical flats available were 90 mm in diameter and so a luminosity of 0.1 cm2 steradian was possible if one order of a Fabry-Perot spectrometer could be isolated ; with a finesse of 25 this requires a premonochromator passing a band-width of about 30 A, with negligible transmission outside the pass-band. Calculation showed that the interference filters available at the time (1962) would have allowed parasitic light from adjacent orders to alter the line profiles obtained. (( Pepsios 1) was being developed but was not at that time in a sufficiently advanced state to work at a mountain laboratory. A field widened Michelson spectrometer was considered and rejected for similar reasons.
111. A grating-interferometer combination. -The grating described in I was used as a pre-monochromator for a Fabry-Perot. The theoretical luminosity (neglecting transmission losses) was 0.02 cm2 steradian -a considerable improvement over system I.
The shape and position of the pre-monochromator pass-band was easily changed by altering the widths of the entrance and exit slits of the spectrometer and the angle of the grating respectively.
Observations. -In 1962 a system of the third type was used, by a joint team from the Universities of Wisconsin and Manchester, to observe line profiles in the spectrum of zodiacal light from Chacaltaya in the Bolivian Andes [3]. This observatory was chosen because of its proximity to the equator which ensures that the ecliptic is nearly vertical and that auroral radiations are unlikely, and because of its height (18 000 ft) which ensures that the night sky is relatively free from scattered light. A 128 mm x 208 mm Bausch and Lomb grating with a blaze angle of 480 was used in a spectrometer giving a linear dispersion of 4 A par millimeter. The spectrometer was preceded by a 9 cm diameter Fabry-Perot interferometer which accepted radiation from the sky by means of a one-mirror coelostat. The field of view on the sky was approximately 20 by lo and the overall instrumental profile was about 1.2 A wide.
A selected photomultiplier tube cooled to a temperature of -40 OC was used as a detector ; the flux of photoelectrons due to the zodiacal light amounted to about five per second. Some difficulty was experienced in arranging a mechanical scan of the grating spectrometer to coincide with the pressure scan in the interferometer and so the observations were made with a static grating profile trapezoidal in shape, the interferometer being scanned across the flat top through a range of about 10 A. Because of the low flux rate and the limited number of observations obtained it was decided to repeat the observations in 1964 using an all-interferometric spectrometer system, since, by this time, improved filters were available. An interference filter with a half-width of 5 A preceded a Fabry-Perot interferometer, incorporating 9 cm flats with the gap having defects of less than 1/50 th of a wavelength. The Fabry-Perot interferometer was scanned once again by pressure variation, using sulphur hexafluoride over a range of 0 to 80 Ibs per square inch above atmospheric pressure. Thus a range of up to 20 A could be explored with an instrumental profile comparable to that used in 1962. The absorption line profile contained the effect of the filter transmission and so the filter profile was observed before and after zodiacal light scans and its effect removed from the data subsequently. The flux of photoelectrons on this occasion amounted to fifteen counts per second, a substantial improvement over the earlier observations. A number of profiles of the H, line were obtained and surprisingly, Hg was seen in emission on many of them (Fig. 2 ).
These observations are now being evaluated and will be'gublished in a later paper. It is clear, however, that in order to obtain good measurements of the Doppler shift in the absorption line it will be necessary to increase the resolving power of the system with a consequent loss of flux. For this reason we decided to calculate the optimum parameters for a filter and Fabry-Perot interferometer for use in observations of the Zodiacal light and twilight sky, before making further observations. Computer Simulation. -A computer programme was written to simulate the output of the working instrument, pressure scanned over a range of 6 A centred on an absorption line taken from the (( Utrecht Atlas of the Solar Spectrum )). The combination of filter and absorption line profile (Fig. 3) is convoluted successively with a series of Airy functions with finesses and resolutions within the anticipated working range of the real instrument. With a 6 A scanning range the formulation of the programme is such that the filter profile must be specified over a range of 19 and the appropriate Airy function generated of convolutions a contrast surface (contrast being defined as the ratio of maximum to minimum intensity in the convoluted profiles) has been plotted ( Fig. 5) giving an overall picture of the way in which contrast varies with N and J. If reproductible results of contrast measurement are required, points on the surface corresponding to high rate of change of contrast should be avoided. Figure 6 shows the variation of measured line contrast with the temperature of the order sorting filter. The calculation has been performed for a finesse of Optimisation of observing time. -An important consideration in the design of an optical system to be used for the observation of faint sources is the minimisation of observing time required to obtain a given accuracy of measurement, viewed in the light of the physical capabilities of the apparatus.
The photometric m accuracy required to detect a small change in the position or shape of an absorption line (e. g. Doppler shifts in Zodiacal light or the (( filling-in )) of twilight sky lines) is a rapidly varying function of the measured line contrast ; the latter being a function of the finesse and resolution of the Fabry-Perot. The total transmitted flux through the system depends upon the finesse and resolution of the Fabry-Perot and the shape of the pass-band of the order sorting filter. Bearing in mind these considerations we must choose an optimum working value of finesse and resolution.
We have taken as an example the attempt to measure small changes in the depth of an absorption line in the spectrum of twilight, due to emission or scattering in the earth's atmosphere. The change in contrast of a twilight absorption line, referred to the continuum, when compared with its solar counterpart under the same experimental conditions may be defined as
where R, and R, are the ratios of the (( bottom of the 400 -line 1) intensity to the continuum intensity, for the -.
+! observed source and the sun respectively. Equation ( 
where ARB is the fractional error in R,. It can be seen
-
that the photometric accuracy required to obtain a given accuracy in the measurement of a depends strongly on both a and the line contrast R,. The accuracy required of R,, just to detect a given a is obtained by putting 6ala = 1 in equation (4). the Fabry-Perot system for a given interference filter profile, a given absorption line and a series of The existence of a well defined minimum observing time illustrated in the above two figures demonstrates the value of performing such calculations before real observations are commenced. It can be seen that the observing time required just to detect a given a depends strongly on the resolution employed ; the branching of the curves with finesse shows, as one would expect, that the highest attainable values of this parameter should be used.
The new spectrometer. -Based on these calculations and on experience gained as a result of the Chacaltaya experiments a new Fabry-Perot interferometer using 9 cm flats has been constructed. (Shown schematically in figure 9 ). As a result of the previously mentioned calculations a temperature controller has been designed to maintain the ambient temperature of the interferometer to 4 1/50 degrees C.
A beam splitter provides a compensation channel to record time variations in atmospheric transparency. group, out of 120 sample points, across the 25 maximum scanning range of the instrument, to be selected. The instrument steps automatically, integrates on each step for some pre-set time and punches out the signal and compensation channel intensities onto paper tape. The scanning sequence can be re-cycled a pre-set number of times.
This summer, the interferometer will be used at the high altitude observing station at Testa Grigia (Cervinia), under the computed optimum conditions for the measurement of the Hg absorption line contrast in the twilight sky, and for the observations of the Hg emission in the night sky. Doppler shift measurements in the Zodiacal light will be attempted later. The signal detector is thermoelectrically cooled to -30 degrees C to improve the signal to noise ratio of the system. The etalon has been milled from a solid cylinder of steel, thus eliminating all screwed sections that might give rise to creep and subsequent misalignment of the flats. In addition, to ensure that the etalon will remain in adjustment for long periods of time it is intended to use optically contacted spacers.
To facilitate observations, a fully-automatic, digitaloutput, electronic system has been incorporated [4] . A modification of this system enables any one or a Also, a point in favour of the Michelson, is that it is possible to make a much larger aperture instrument than a Fabry-Perot for the same price.
